Hints for participation in offers of the Space of Possibilities
Georg Pollitt (eventually supported by Barbara Pollitt or Possibility Management trainers) works in
the context of Possibility Management (using additional methods und tools) and impart to the participants in workshops, trainings and coachings new possibilities and views, which serve the personality development and the potential unfolding. Thereby every participant is at any time his or her
own authority and takes full responsibility for their participation and their action. Please read the
following text attentively:

•

All offers in the Space of Possibilities are based on the context of absolutely self-responsibility for all participants. Coaching, workshops, and the trainings are different to conventional trainings in the way, that the learning does not take place only on the level of intellectual mind, but includes integrally all bodies (especially the emotional and energetic body in
addition to the physical and intellectual body). This is the requirement to enable real sustainable and deeply success in learning. And this different way of learning can provoke also
unusual reactions in all those bodies. With the participation at the training or coaching the
participants recognize this and agree, that they overtake the whole responsibility for any reactions, which could come up for them in this process of Learning. They take also 100% responsibility to care for their physical, mental, emotional and energetic wellbeing.

•

Georg Pollitt is neither non-medical practitioner nor psychotherapist and even do not replace them. Current treatments and therapies should not be interrupted or broken off, respectively a projected therapy should not be delayed or left undone. The workshops, trainings, and coachings are intended to serve the personal development. They do not represent medicine and are no alternative for professional medical, medicamentous, psychological and / or psychotherapeutic treatment.
There will be no diagnoses, therapies, treatment in medical sense arranged or other alternative medicine practiced. At the offered workshops, trainings, and coachings it is about a
holistic and success independent advanced education for body, spirit, feelings and soul.
There will be made no healing promises, so that no false hopes are woken.

•

The participants take part at the workshop, training. or coaching under the premise, that
they do not know of any illnesses or limitations and out of medicinal view no other indications exist, which excludes to take part at the training or coaching.

•

The participants declare with their registration, that they come voluntarily to the offer, that
they do not come under influence of alcohol or drugs and even until the end of the training
do not take alcohol or drugs.

•

With the participation at the training the participant agrees to respect and to deal strongly
confidential with all information about other participants, their words and actions.

With the participation at a workshop, training, or coaching, the participants agree automatically,
that they have read, understood and acknowledged the hints above.
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